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How anyone in your department can say images 7 and 8 do not represent an ‘overbearing’
structure, let alone the loss of light and view, astounds me. And all with a pitched uninhabitable
roof space above it, raising the structure and blocking out even more light.

The images below, repeated in this objection as our previous objection, each show the obstructed
views and loss of daylight that we will suffer if the first floor is allowed to be extended past the
existing rear building line, which has not been built anywhere that I can see along the backs of
the houses along the west side of Church Way, which would be grossly out of character,
incongruous and would set a precedent for other development proposals:

Image 1 taken from our bedroom at 18:59 on 15 April 2023 with sun in the west, showing the
corner of existing ground floor extension at No 6 Church Way (red circle).
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Image 2 Same as Image 1 showing the corner of existing ground floor extension at No 6
Church Way (red circle) but with location of proposed extension (red line and grey oblong)

blocking out sun as early as 15 April 2023.

As for loss of view and evening light, this is the view we have enjoyed for the last almost 35 years
(Image 3 below) with Image 4 showing what we will be facing and light lost.

Image 3 This image is sunset facing north west from our bedroom on 31 July 2021.
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Image 4 The same image as above facing north west with a total loss of evening light for
approximately 4 months of the year and permanent all year loss of view.

Image 5 This image is facing north west from our bedroom on 19 April 2023.
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Image 6 This (crude) image is the same as Image 5 showing the proposed obstructed view and
evening daylight for almost 4 months of the year.

Image 7 Architect drawing of view toward west with loss of evening light from our upstairs rear
bedroom windows for almost 4 months of the year (as Image 6 above).
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Image 8 View from our patio showing overbearing first floor extension.

Image 9 Isometric showing overbearing and over development proposal for 6 Church Way.

23/0124/PNH As explained in my letter dated 22 January 2023, there is a lot of scope for
additional living space within 6 Church Way without impacting on neighbouring properties. To
bring the side extension in line with the existing first floor rear building line would still provide a
large living space, as has done in our property. However, as soon as you approved the ‘permitted
development’, full plans went in for this monstrous proposal, and it still is, although slightly
amended.
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I am including again the sun calculations above1 taken at sunset for the longest day of 2023 to
the centre of our patio; the sun is almost parallel with the rear of our building lines. Any extension
beyond the existing building line at first floor level at number 6, and we will be cast in a shadow
onto our terrace upper, rear bedrooms and bathroom windows between approximately the end of
April through to approximately the middle of August. If the proposed first floor side extension at
number 6 remains in line with ours, there will be no light or loss of view issues.

These calculations allowed for a flat roof of the ‘permitted development’ and would be
exaggerated if a pitched roof was added, which, as you did not specify a flat roof must be fitted,
leaves it open to further obstruct our light.

1 https://www.suncalc.org/#/51.6252,-0.1665,19/2023.06.21/13:54/3/3




